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 At an outdoor café in New York, 

Nando Parrado is telling me how he crossed 

the Andes on foot 34 years ago with a sock 

full of "meat" to sustain him. He says the 

word "meat" so casually that I have to 

remind myself it's his preferred euphemism 

for human flesh. 

Eating the dead was the only way he 

and 15 others stayed alive after a plane crash 

left them stranded for 72 days on a frozen  

mountainside in Argentina. The corpses of the victims - many of whom died on impact - stayed frozen in the snow 

and were slowly picked apart by the survivors, who huddled for warmth in the wrecked fuselage. 

As the hero who escaped from the mountain and brought help, Nando was one of the first to tell the 

outside world the awful truth about the crash, explaining to the authorities how the site came to be littered with 

human bones and mutilated bodies. In their desperation, the survivors had devoured internal organs and even split 

skulls to eat the brains. 

After the rescue, Nando shared his story with Piers Paul Read, whose book on the ordeal - Alive - was an 

international bestseller and the basis of a 1993 Hollywood film featuring Ethan Hawke as Nando. 

Now, he has finally written his own account, Miracle in the Andes, which provides a harrowing close-up 

view of events. He writes with unnerving honesty about the group's decision to eat the first body. It was he who 

suggested they began with the pilot's corpse. 

"Some people think I wanted retaliation against the pilot because of the crash," he says in his first British 

interview to mark the book's publication. "He was at fault, it's true. But I just felt more comfortable starting with 

the pilot because we didn't know him as well as the others." 

Bound for Chile, the twin-engine plane was carrying four crew members and 41 passengers, most of them 

members or supporters of Nando's rugby team in Montevideo, Uruguay. The team was flying to a match in 

Santiago, and their plane had taken off on an ominous date in October 1972 - Friday the 13th. Deep in the Andes, 

the pilot encountered bad weather, went off course and struck a ridge, causing the plane to break apart in mid-air. 

A muscular 6ft 2in, Nando was one of the team's stars - an aggressive and hard-hitting player. At 22, he 

was fiercely determined to survive. 

"Most of us lived by the sea at home," he says, speaking in heavily accented English. "We were never in 

mountains before, or touched snow. One minute we're laughing and joking, and then we're covered in blood and 

are freezing on this mountain at 11,000 feet with no clear way out." 



For 10 days the survivors drank melted snow and scavenged stale bits of food from the scattered luggage. 

Nando spent three days nibbling his way through a single chocolate-covered peanut, savouring first the chocolate 

and then each half of the nut. 

But when the food ran out and the threat of starvation loomed, the survivors had only one horrific option. 

They used shards of glass as cutting tools and the bodies of the crew members were first. Later, however, they 

were forced to take flesh from the corpses of their friends. 

Among the few females on the plane - all of whom died - were Nando's mother and sister. His mother, 

Xenia, 49, had come to Uruguay from the Ukraine as a wartime refugee. She died instantly in the crash. His sister, 

Susy, was three years his junior and survived a week before dying of her injuries, taking her last breath in her 

brother's arms. 

From the start, everyone agreed not to touch the bodies of Xenia and Susy. Nando, however, worried 

that as food grew more scarce, someone would be tempted to eat them. He wasn't going to let that happen. After 

two months on the mountain he volunteered to go and seek help. 

"I thought, if someone doesn't go for help soon, we will die here one by one. I couldn't blame anyone for 

doing what was necessary to survive. But I wondered, who will be the last one alive? What will he eat? The 

mountain was like stone. Nothing grew there. What else could we eat but our dead friends?" 

With his close friend and team mate Roberto Canessa, Parrado left the crash site three days after his 23rd 

birthday and made his way across some of the most rugged mountains in the world without a map or compass, 

aiming for the Chilean border, braving the cold and the darkness on a journey that covered 70 miles in 10 days. 

"If we were going to die anyway, I wanted to die trying to get out. We were climbing on instinct. On 

hope." 

After reaching a shepherd's hut below the snow line, he was eventually able to lead rescuers back to the 

survivors. 

"Just two - Roberto and I - saved everyone else," he says in a matter-of-fact voice. 

The bodies of his mother and sister remained where he had left them. They were given a proper burial at 

the site, their graves marked by a simple steel cross. 

The story of the crash has been part of Nando's past for so long now that the normal taboos about 

cannibalism don't trouble him. He was unapologetic at the time and remains so now, insisting that he suffers 

neither guilt nor traumatic flashbacks. 

"I sleep like a baby," he says, with an easy shrug. "No nightmares. Except the ones I had when we were in 

the mountains and thought we couldn't get out. People always want me to talk about the hunger, but the thirst 

and the cold were much worse for me. Our lips were cracked and bleeding and every drop of cold water was 

painful to drink." 

Now 56, and happily married for 27 years, he has prospered in the intervening years and reminds himself 

every day that he is lucky to be alive. 

"At first I was depressed after coming back to Uruguay. I had my father and Graciela - my other sister - 

but I missed Susy and my mother. Then I thought, God has given me the chance to live again. I shouldn't waste this 



life." 

After a few years of wandering the world looking for adventure, he married Veronique and made a home 

in a pleasant suburb of Montevideo. He helped his father, Seler, run the family's small chain of hardware shops. 

The chain prospered and Nando branched out into another business, working in television with his wife. Each 

week they produce and host five programmes in Uruguay on travel, car racing and current affairs. 

He has two grown-up daughters - tall blondes like their mother. It was his wife, he says, who urged him to 

write about his experience, so that his children had a record of what he endured. 

After reading their father's book earlier this year, the girls asked if he could take them to the crash site, 

which is accessible now on horseback in warm weather. 

"They said to me, 'That's where we were born.' They meant that they wouldn't be alive if I hadn't 

conquered that mountain. In March I took them and my wife there. We put flowers on the graves." 

He says he does not like to dwell on the past, but his idle thoughts aren't like everyone else's. 

"If I'm sitting in a hotel lobby, I might think, 'What if a bomb goes off?' I think about the things that could 

go wrong and wonder how I'd react. " 

He glances at a fork on our table and hands it to me. "Feel that. It's a sturdy fork. Good for digging. I 

notice things like that. I will say to myself, 'We could have used that fork on the mountain.' " 

We laugh, but when I ask later if he ever feared that the crash survivors might have been charged with a 

crime for eating the flesh of their fellow passengers, he shows a rare look of irritation. 

"A crime? How could we have done anything criminal? Eating the meat was a question of living or dying. 

You might as well arrest someone for getting a heart transplant. 

"I guarantee you that 100 per cent of people would do the same as we did up on that mountain. But down 

here it's hard for anyone to imagine. They don't know what it's like to be without all their ordinary comforts and 

options. We had no comforts and only two options - starve or eat meat." 

He throws up his hands and pleads, rhetorically: "What would you do?" 


